FMEH - FORK MOUNTED HOOK
SPECIFICATION

FMEH - Fork Mounted Hook
The FMEH has one main advantage in this market
place, with its elevated bridge the hook when in its
flat rested position does not lay on the floor and with
this decreases stress and the probability of damage.

Designed with a bearing swivel hook and retained
to the forks by a heel pin assembly with a 600mm
load centre this unit easily transforms a forklift truck/
telehandler into a mobile crane.

SPECIFICATION
Product Code
FMEH-2000
FMEH-3000
FMEH-5000

SWL (kg)
2000
3000
5000

Height (mm)
270
270
270

Pocket Width (mm)
160
160
160
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Length (mm)
900
900
900

Weight (kg)
190
195
210

FMEH - FORK MOUNTED HOOK
SAFE USE

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SAFE USE.
USING THE EQUIPMENT
Set the forklift’s forks to the appropriate width to suite the load hooks fork pockets.
Approach the load hook with the forklift and line the forks up with the fork pockets .Detach the heel pin
from the load hook and then insert the forks into the fork pockets ensuring the load hook is mounted as
far back on the forks as possible.
Re-attach the heel pins ensuring the assembly goes behind the heel of the fork and so securing the unit to
the fork lift.
The forklift load hook is designed to lift and then move loads in a safe manner. Always ensure that the
load does not exceed the rating on the load hook and DO NOT drag the load as this will put undue stress
on the heel pins.
Raise the load hook and position the safety swivel hook over the lifting point of the load. Lower the hook
to a point where the load can be attached safely. Once attached ensure that the gate on the safety swivel
hook is fully closed.
Now raise the load and check that the hook is balanced and secure. Once all is okay move the load to the
desired location in a smooth and safe manner ensuring that you do not jolt or cause the load to swing.
Now lower the load until grounded, lower the hook until you are able to safely release the safety swivel
hook from the load.
Once the last load has been moved and the operator is finished with the unit lower it to the ground and
release the heel pins. Reverse the forklift out of the fork pockets and clear of the unit and then replace the
heel pins ensuring they are available for the next use.

MAINTENANCE
The equipment should be examined prior to use to ensure it is in good working order and free from
defects and damage.

*The FMEH requires inspection under PUWER not LOLER regulations

WARNING
DO NOT OPERATE OVER PERSONNEL
DO NOT OVERLOAD
DO NOT USE IF FAULTY OR DAMAGED
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